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EDITORIAL
Life is a leap into the unknown.
Every minute, every hour, every day is a surprise for those ready to seize it. In 1962,
a young man created a caravan in his father’s cabinetry workshop. And the story
began. In the late 1970s, a trip to the USA inspired Pilote’s founder to design the
first motorhome, and with it a new way of experiencing holidays.
More freedom, independence and the sweet smell of adventure.
Since this first motorhome hit the road, we have travelled a long way together.
Our models have undergone continuous development and our range has
expanded, including the arrival of our vans in 2012. And over the years, we have
innovated even further to improve the safety and sturdiness of our vehicles, as
well as enhancing our interiors to provide living spaces which are even more
functional, stylish and comfortable.
The hunger for once-in-a-lifetime experiences is what has always driven us. What
counts most of all is not the road we share, but where it takes us… Ever further
along the path of discovery and wonderful new surroundings.
Wherever you decide to go, whatever you desire to see: the choice is yours. We’re
game. Are you?
ALWAYS GAME,
ALWAYS PILOTE.
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THE V540G

ALWAYS
GAME
FOR A
EUROPEAN
CAPITAL
HOLA MADRID IN
THE V540G PREMIUM

You’ve easily crossed the majestic Pyrenees
onboard your V540G, and now you’re on the
outskirts of bustling Madrid. There’s no time
to lose before sampling the local lifestyle:
thanks to a length of just 5.41 m, it only takes
a few minutes to find a little parking space
in the heart of the city.
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SIESTA TIME
After several hours spent wandering along
the most beautiful “calles”, you go back to
your V540G for a well deserved rest: in your
bed, or comfortably seated in the lounge,
you relax before going out again for an
evening’s entertainment.

EN ROUTE FOR A FIESTA
A quick shower and you’re ready to hit the
streets to immerse yourself in Madrid’s
nightlife and treat yourself to the essentials:
tapas on a terrace before discovering a little
concert or a flamenco show.

+ New laterally positioned bathroom for easier circulation
within the van.

+ Highly functional kitchen equipped with an 85 L fridge.
+ Premium finish with a highly contemporary look.

5_V540G PREMIUM

UK
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THE V600G

ALWAYS
GAME
FOR EXCITING
EXPERIENCES
HEADING FOR THE ALPINE
LAKES IN THE V600G

Taking a detour down along a little winding
road, you discover the ideal lake to park
beside and spend the night. A magnificent
sight, a breathtaking silence, all to yourself.
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A TRUE FAMILY ADVENTURE
This morning, you rise early. In the large
lounge, you prepare for the day’s sporting
activities. After an unforgettable wakeboard
session, it’s back to your V600G to make
further plans and recharge your batteries: if
you’re going to spend your entire holiday in
the water, you certainly did the right thing by
generously filling the fridge before leaving.

A GENTLE AWAKENING
Thanks to the pop-up roof which frees up two
extra sleeping spaces, children and parents
have all had a great night’s sleep. This
morning, you refresh yourself with a quick
dip, and then you can take it easy!

+ Large full-width bed with slatted base and 135 x 194 cm
BULTEX® mattress.

+ Large three-door cupboard in the bedroom (optional extra).
+ Bathroom with sliding toilet, freeing up a large shower space.

7_V600G

UK
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THE V600J

ALWAYS
GAME
FOR AN
ADVENTURE
WITH YOUR PET
HEAD TO BELGIUM IN THE
V6OOJ PREMIUM

You travel along the Côte d’Opale as far as
Belgium and make the most of a wonderfully
long beach to feel the white sand under
your feet – and paws! For a few minutes, the
stick found on your walk becomes your dog’s
favourite toy, and he jumps straight into the
cold water to retrieve it from the waves.
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THE SEA AIR HAS GIVEN
YOU AN APPETITE
Wash all the sand and salt off your pet’s fur
with a jet of fresh water from the external
shower, accessible via the hold. And while
your pet dries off in the sun, you bask in the
light through the Skydome while enjoying a
big breakfast.

LET’S GO!
Sheltered from the gentle sea breeze, you
admire the beautiful landscape one last time.
Visiting Bruges and its canals. This evening,
you will set up base not far from the Little
Venice of the North.

+ A special layout allowing two people to travel in great comfort.
+ Lots of practical and cleverly designed storage units.
+ Practical, functional kitchen equipped with an 85 L fridge.
9_V600J PREMIUM

UK
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THE V63OG

ALWAYS
GAME
FOR AN
AMAZING BREAK
GREEK ROAD TRIP ONBOARD
THE V63OG

You cross the Peloponnese with a couple of
friends, who also have their own van. With
its crystal-clear waters and ancient sites,
the region has a fascinating beauty. This
morning, once again, there’s not a minute to
lose. Barely awake, you grab your flippers,
masks and snorkels from the hold and make
your way down to a little creek.
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UK

EVERYDAY PLEASURES
Two hours of snorkelling have given you a
real appetite. No problem: with your cleverly
designed kitchen, having a go at local cuisine
is child’s play, and you quickly fill the large
worktop with ten different mezze.

EATING DINNER AS
THE SUN GOES DOWN
Your friends meet up with you for dinner in
the large panoramic lounge. Your little Mezze
dishes taste particularly good against the
spectacular backdrop of the sun going down
into the Aegean Sea.

+ Large full-width bed with slatted base and 135 x 194 cm
BULTEX® mattress.

+ Lots of storage units, including a large wardrobe in
the lounge area and a large shelf in the bedroom.

+ Premium finish with a highly contemporary look.
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THE V630J

ALWAYS
GAME
FOR AN
INCREDIBLE
GETAWAY
A MOROCCAN EXPERIENCE
IN THE V630J

You were right to head for the far south:
Morocco offers breathtaking landscapes
a world away from the stresses of city life.
First stop: the Wind Festival. With your feet
in the water, you marvel at the spectacular
creations swirling in the sky.
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LOVING THE DESERT
You get back on the road, heading for the
desert to test your sandboard in the dunes.
After descending dozens of times (and going
back up again!) it’s time to sit in the shade
and drink tea in your lounge.

Darkness falls. After a good shower, your two
large beds are calling, where you can dream
of new horizons: tomorrow or the day after,
you’ll be strolling through the heart of a
magnificent medina.

+ Hold spanning the entire width of the vehicle.
+ Detachable headboard enabling storage of tall items.
+ Showerhead accessible from the hold, with hot and cold mixer tap.
13_V630J

UK
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+

STANDOUT FEATURES

ALWAYS
GAME
FOR THE FINEST
FEATURES
SEE ALL OUR
STANDARD
EQUIPMENT AT
VANS.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

COMFORT
LOUNGE

3-IN-1 SHOWER
ROOM

• Holds up to:
4 people.
• High-density foam bench
seat for good support
and enhanced durability.
• The open cab ensures
truly comfortable
circulation, without loss
of storage space.
(optional extra).

• Smart layout with
modular elements
for greater ease of use.
• Built-in storage
and mirrors.
• Optimal aeration
system and lighting
thanks to skylight.

KITCHEN

BEDROOM

• Lots of drawers enabling
storage separation.

• Comfortable high-density
foam mattress for a great
night’s sleep.

• Built-in waste bin
with cover.
• Cooking hob with
two piezo rings.

• Headboard recesses for
glasses, mobile phones
and other small items.

• Sink cover extending
the worktop.

• Divider curtain for creating
distinct spaces.

14
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STORAGE CAPACITY
LIVING AREAS

HOLD STORAGE
UNIT

• Lots of easily
accessible storage
units in all living areas.

• Large hold accessible
from inside, ideal for
storing bulky equipment.

• Integrated
wardrobes for
storing long clothing
items without
wrinkling them.

• Easily accessible
gas compartment.
• Fresh water tank
compartment, for easy
maintenance.

TECHNOLOGY AND TOP-CLASS DESIGN

INSULATION CLASS 3
CERTIFICATION
• Polyester 20 mm fibreboard
covered with aluminium foil.

FIAT CHASSIS

XPÉRIENCE 2.0

• All our chassis are 3.5 t, giving
you the benefit of a large
load capacity and the ability
to bring everything you need
for a perfect trip.

The Pilote Group has developed a touchscreen
tablet for all its vehicles which can be used to
manage consumption:
• Manage vehicle flows comfortably and enjoy
peace of mind.

• Sandwich floor composed of
two layers of wood and 20 mm
Styrofoam® board.

• 16’’ rims.

• Seitz double-pane windows
with aluminium frame.

• Passenger airbag.

• Monitor battery charge, remaining battery
life and consumption levels.

• Speed regulator and limiter.

• Monitor clean water and wastewater levels.

• Highly efficient heating system,
cold-room tested and approved
by TRUMA®. Our vans are
therefore EN 1646-1 certified.

• ESP and Traction+.

• Check the solar panel level of charge.

• Front fog lamps.

• General lighting control.

15_ STANDOUT FEATURES
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STOP
AFTER STOP,
ALWAYS
PILOTE

1. VEHICLE

2. INTERIOR FURNISHING

NEW LAYOUT

YOU ARE UNIQUE,
YOUR VAN SHOULD BE TOO.
Customise your van’s interior and exterior alike,
and select the equipment options according
to your personal travelling needs and desires.

CONFIGURE
1

VEHICLE

2

INTERIOR FURNISHING

3

EXTERIOR FINISH

4

TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION

5

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

V540G
Length

5.41 m

Height

2.58 m

Width

2.69 m

Legal seats

4

Eating places

4

Sleeping capacity

2

Sleeping area dimensions

135/115 × 194 cm

Fresh water

110 l

Wastewater

80 l

Chassis

3.5 t

Heating system

TRUMA® Combi 4

Small and manoeuvrable,
the V540G also has all
the equipment you’d
expect to find in a
recreational vehicle.

+
DISCOVER ALL
THE CONFIGURATION
AND CUSTOMISATION
POSSIBILITIES ON
VANS.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK
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3. EXTERIOR FINISH

4. TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION

5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

T

4

able,
all
d

V600G

V600J

V600S

V630G

V630J

5.99 m

5.99 m

5.99 m

6.36 m

6.36 m

2.58 m

2.58 m

2.58 m

2.58 m

2.58 m

2.69 m

2.69 m

2.69 m

2.69 m

2.69 m

4

2

4

4

4

4

2

4

6

4

2

2

4

2

2

135 × 194 cm

200 × 77 / 200 × 77 cm

135 × 182 / 118 × 180 cm

135 × 194 cm

200 × 77 / 200 × 77 cm

110 l

110 l

110 l

110 l

110 l

80 l

80 l

80 l

80 l

80 l

3.5 t

3.5 t

3.5 t

3.5 t

3.5 t

TRUMA® Combi 4

TRUMA® Combi 4

TRUMA® Combi 4

TRUMA® Combi 4

TRUMA® Combi 4

The V600G is
the benchmark
for fitted vans.

The special layout
of the V600J is truly
ideal for those
who like to travel
as a couple.

The V600S,
with its bunkbeds,
is the ultimate
family van.

The V630G offers all
the discretion of a van,
and the comfort of a
motorhome, with its
panoramic lounge.

The V630J is
equipped with
twin beds which
are big enough
for anyone.

17_ CONFIGURATION
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CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

2. INTERIOR FURNISHING

3. EXTERIOR

INTERIOR FURNISHING
STANDARD

ASPEN

PREMIUM

GRAPHITE
18
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EXTERIOR FINISH

4. TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION

5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR FINISH
BODYWORK
STANDARD UPHOLSTERY

COCON STANDARD

(plain fabric)

NON-METALLIC

PLUME OPTIONAL

(imitation leather)

WHITE (STANDARD)

PREMIUM UPHOLSTERY

GREY (monotone
imitation leather)

BLACK

(plain imitation leather)

GREY CAMPOVOLO
OPTIONAL

METALLIC OPTIONAL

BLACK

BRONZE

IRON GREY

BLUE LAGOON

ALUMINIUM GREY

DEEP RED

PREMIUM ADVANTAGES
• Large lounge with open cab.
• Isofix system on the rear bench seat, available as an
optional extra.
• Comfortable car-quality upholstery, fabric and faux
leather covering (grey or black) - Not available for V600J.
• Laminated graphite units.
• Mirror on sliding door of bathroom cubicle (available
for V600J/V540G).
• 70 cm step, covering almost the entire opening of
the sliding door.
• Fabric-covered roof providing enhanced acoustic
comfort, with LED backlighting.
• Side-to-side roof cupboard in the bedroom
(not available for V600S).
• Compartments beneath the overhead locker in
the bedroom, providing additional storage.

19_ CONFIGURATION
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CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

POWER

2. INTERIOR FURNISHING

3. EXTERIOR

DRIVING COMFORT
OPTIONAL LUXURY INTERIOR PACK

STANDARD

Steering wheel control, leather steering wheel
and gear stick knob, grey dashboard ventilation
grid and chrome dials.

12O hp
OPTIONAL

14O hp

14O hp

+ EcoPack

16O hp

+ EcoPack

18O hp

+ EcoPack

RIMS
STANDARD

THE FIAT EURO 6D
Fiat Ducatos comply with the new European
standard (WLTP) and meet all regulatory
provisions.

16’’ STEEL RIMS

MANUAL

16’’ ALU RIMS

ENERGY /
SOLAR PANELS

TRANSMISSION
STANDARD

OPTIONAL

STANDARD

OPTIONAL

AGM BATTERY

AUTOMATIC

OPTIONAL ENERGY PACK

140 hp engine
+ Ecopack, 160 hp
and 180 hp.

12O W SOLAR PANEL
+ SECOND AGM BATTERY
OPTIONAL LITHIUM PACK

VEHICLE WEIGHT

12O W SOLAR PANEL
+ 9O A LITHIUM BATTERY
+ 6OO W CONVERTER

STANDARD

3.5 t
All our vehicles are designed with a 3.5 t
chassis. This configuration provides
the benefit of a larger load capacity.

HEATING SYSTEM

OPTIONAL

STANDARD

TRUMA 4

3.5 t MAX

OPTIONAL

TRUMA 6EH

TRUMA D6E
• Diesel operated.

The 3,5 t Max chassis makes it possible
to tow a 3,000 kg braked trailer, i.e.
an extra 500 kg.

20
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EXTERIOR FINISH

4. TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION

MULTIMEDIA

5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

FRIDGE

OPTIONAL TV PACKS
85 l VITRIFRIGO COMPRESSOR
REFRIGERATOR
• Large volume and less crowding.
• Built-in freezer.
• Airlock closing system.
• Positive door closure.
• Vent position system to keep
the door partially open and avoid
unpleasant odours during winterisation.

OPTIONAL
TNT TV PACK

OPTIONAL
SAT PACK

• Full HD TV screen.

• Full HD TV screen.

• Adjustable flat-screen
• Adjustable flat-screen
TV stand with 12 V socket.
TV stand with 12 V socket.
• TNT antenna.

• 65’’ dish.

90 l THETFORD
T1090 COMPRESSOR
REFRIGERATOR
• Fridge specially designed
by Thetford for fitted vans.
• Perfectly fits the shape of the bodywork.
• Powerful cooling performance thanks
to its 12 V compressor.
• Very quiet operation.

CAR RADIO PACKS
OPTIONAL
7” MEDIA PACK
• 7’’ 2DIN car radio.
• DAB.
• Reversing camera.

• A 6.5 L freezer compartment,
two vegetable bins, two door bins
and three racks.

THETFORD 141 l
REFRIGERATOR (ABSORPTION
AES AUTOMATIC)
• Extra large volume, two doors.
• Touchscreen control panel.

OPTIONAL
8” MEDIA PACK
• 8’’ 2DIN car radio.

• Energy source is automatically
selected by the fridge.
• Electronic automatic flame ignition,
for optimal comfort.

• DAB.
• Reversing camera.

OPTIONAL
8” GPS MEDIA PACK
• 8’’ 2DIN car radio.
• DAB.
• Reversing camera.
• GPS.

21_ CONFIGURATION
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CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

INTERIOR COMFORT

2. INTERIOR FURNISHING

3. EXTERIOR

STORAGE

OPTIONAL SKYROOF

OPTIONAL HOLD DRAWER
Provides a more accessible storage area thanks
to its fully opening design. This equipment
comes equipped with a step for easy access
to the full-width bed.

OPTIONAL OPEN CAB

EXTERIOR COMFORT

OPTIONAL BEDROOM CUPBOARD

OPTIONAL RELAXATION PACK
• Blind.
• Bike rack.

+

OPTIONAL SHOWERHEAD
• With mixer tap in the hold.

22
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EXTERIOR FINISH

4. TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION

5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

SLEEPING AREA

OPTIONAL LOUNGE SLEEPING AREA
Ideal for travelling with young children.

OPTIONAL POP-UP ROOF
The ideal equipment for four people travelling together in total comfort, even in winter:
• Large sleeping area of 135 × 200 cm.
• Spring-base frame and foam mattress.
• UV-protected polyester, including three large openings with flyscreens.
• Black-out curtains.
• Heating fin on pop-up roof entrance.
• Reinforced polyester shell, with thermal insulation and soft upholstery.
• Designed with a profiled shell and cap following the contour of the bodywork

to ensure excellent waterproofing.
• Pre-wired for TV connection outside vehicle.
• Reading light and USB socket.

23_ CONFIGURATION
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ALWAYS
GAME
ALWAYS
PILOTE

Route du Demi-Bœuf
44310 LA LIMOUZINIÈRE - FRANCE
Tel. +33 (0) 2 40 32 16 00
vans.pilote-motorhome.uk

Legal seats take into account basic and standard equipment with a tolerance of +/- 5%. 5 %. Available load capacity figures are the difference between Maximum
Technically Permissible Laden Mass and Mass In Running Order. The manufacturer undertakes to provide a motorhome with an actual Mass In Running Order
within the 5% tolerance of the indicated Mass In Running Order used for type approval. Caution: additional optional equipment and accessories are not included in
motorhome Mass in Running Order figures. Consequently, these will systematically lead to a reduction in available load capacity. Similarly, the significant weight of
the additional accessories offered on the market must also be deducted from the motorhomes’ available load capacity. Consequently, fitting such accessories may
require a reduction in passenger numbers. Compliance should therefore be ensured with all maximum authorised mass figures (total and per axle) once the vehicle
is fully laden. Maximum towing limit is chassis data linked to the type approval of the vehicle. Depending on the kind of tow-hitch to be fitted to the vehicle and the
specific values given by the tow-hitch manufacturer, the maximum mass of any trailer that may be towed by the vehicle may be lower. Tow-hitch strength rating
(especially values D and S) are stamped on a plate fi xed to the tow-hitch. D enables the maximum towing weight to be calculated using the following formula: MTL
= D × T/[(9.8 × T)-D], where: MTL = maximum towing limit (in tonnes); T = gross vehicle weight (GVW) (in tonnes); D = value (in kN) taken from tow hitch. Example: if
D = 11.3 kN for a 35 L base, the maximum towing limit (MTL) will be the following: MTL = (11.3 × 3.5)/[(9.8 × 3.5)-11.3] = 1.72 t (or 1720 kg). For a maximum towing limit
for a vehicle that can be up to 2.5 t. Any motorhome driver using a type-B licence issued in France before 20 January 1975 can drive a motorhome with a Maximum
Technically Permissible Laden Weight of over 3.5 t. In order to make use of this exemption in France (recognised throughout the EU), the licence holder simply has
to go to the préfecture to have the following code added to the licence: “79: B camping-car > 3,500 kg”. The vehicles photographed in this catalogue may include
optional equipment subject to extra cost. As Pilote vehicles are sold in several European countries, their technical specifications and equipment may vary from one
country to another. Details concerning vehicle delivery, appearance, power, dimensions and weight – factory tolerance deviations (+/- 5% maximum) are possible
and permitted – correspond to the information available at time of printing. These details correspond to European approval directives but may nonetheless be
changed up to the moment of purchase or delivery of the vehicle. For a precise definition of the models available in each country, your dealer will be pleased to
advise you. Before placing your order, please consult a dealer for the latest details of the product and the collection. This brochure corresponds to the information
available at time of printing. Although every care has been taken in the production of this document, printing errors may still be possible. We reserve the right to
make changes to equipment or improvements to products for current-year models, without prior notification. Stylistic and decorative elements which have been
used to complement the visuals in this catalogue are not part of the vehicle or the delivery service. Although every care has been taken in its production, this
catalogue does not constitute a contractual document.
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